BERNIE SANDERS get the Hillary Clinton Video!!!
The public needs to be informed!!!

February, 8, 2016
I am mad as hell on many issues. I have reason to be because I witness
the mutilation and death of women throughout my life.
Those that attacked me thought I did this because I was seeking fame and
money. So destroying my income would cut out my tongue. I studied
philosophy and psychology all of my life. I am an ongoing student of
science not of off shore investments.
I was approached years ago by a staff member
who was my patient of Ca Senator Diane
Watson. I was asked to present to the LA
Human Rights Commission data on the abuse
of poor and women of color by the LA medical
system. I was educated at UC Berkeley in the
60’s and UCSF for medical school after. I found
that many women of color were sterilized
without their knowledge and that many women
had hysterectomies without consent as well.

This was done at USC medical center where the poor went. I did academic
research and presented many papers. I proved years ago that there is no
equity in women’s health care with hard data.
Two women attorneys tried to sue USC but they were no match for the
legal teams who represented USC. The case was thrown out by legal
manipulation. I reported all of this to the HAHN COMMISSION. I did not
realize for decades that I was the ONLY physician to take such action. No
physician before me or after ever came forth to tell the truth and expose
abuses. Equity issues included the fact that women with heart disease
were not being treated because they had different symptoms than males. I
reported on these abuse decades before they were being printed by the
press. USC is a major teaching hospital and does not today provide proper
informed consent. It is a teaching hospital and the attitude is you’re lucky to
getting any care at all. As a teaching hospital your body is there for medical
students and residents to learn on. There are many stories to add about
USC.
At UCSF I was never punished for offering patients real informed consent. I
actually got support from the head of gyn oncology and the chief resident.
Unfortunately all of my records were destroyed by the Ca Med Board and
burglaries at my home that took all my files. When I get enough money to
hire a researcher I will update these documents.

I was punished when I excelled over my male peers
however everywhere. Often peer male surgeons felt
emasculated by my degree of commitment. But this
NEVER happened at UCSF. I had no idea who damn
lucky I was to have Larry Way as my surgeon and
mentor. To have Dan Elliot as my cardiac surgeon
mentor. These two guys were not petty. If I could stand
up for hours and not run to pee I was one of the guys.
But the boys my age were jealous bitches actually.
Dr. Lawrence Way. He saved my life and changed me as to what path to take in medicine.

So I uncovered the cover up at USC of many women being butchered for
training purposes. I did see this myself when I was at USC because it was
years later and I was under Dan Smith. Dan was unlike others and he
made sure everyone had informed consent. He was the exception at USC.

Irony is that Lifeline did a series and I was part of it. The producer noticed I
was focused on the patient and did not slide the work load. I was then
hated by all my peers at Cedars Sinai Medical Center because they saw
me as a T.V. star and were jealous. Dan became a friend for life seeing
how terrible I was treated by the jealousy of the other residents. I had no
idea that no physician had ever exposed abuses before the Hahn
Commission on Human Rights. In many ways I made history by changing it
and then came the extreme repression against progress in women’s health.
Getting rid of my voice kill the messenger to kill the message is very
powerful which will be a theme in this book.
My actions lead to Sen. Watson and
Sen. Waters asking me to help right
laws to protect women. I wrote to
informed consent law for
hysterectomies for Watson and the
informed consent for mastectomy for
Waters. I was a Democrat during
these years. I became the target for
medical institutions to destroy. I went
to Watson and Waters for help .They failed to stand up
for me. They got votes and public support from my work.
And I was left to be slaughtered.
I was given two names to call by Watson. She said
these women would help me. That she had worked with
them. I called Gloria Allred and she said she would
never fight Cedars, they had too much money and
power in LA. She said I could never win against the
powerful IVORY TOWERS of CEDARS. She was would
not risk losing her support by those at Cedars. There
was no discussion about my case at all. She did not
care what had happened to me at Cedars. That she was not going to do
anything to help me. It was all about how she was seen in LA. She was
always in a suit, every hair in place and dark red lipstick. Her image was of
all importance. And I soon realized she was not a litigator she was a
spokesperson and she had that role down. She said to me “You never go
against the Jews”.
I told Watson and she gave me the name of a black female attorney. So I
called Constance Rice. She told me she would not handle my case

because it was not a case that fit with her work for women of
color and poverty. I was white, famous and wealthy. She cut me
off on the phone in the belief I was a wealthy white Jewish
woman. She said to never call again she had no time for
someone like me.
Bottom line is I performed as requested and lost everything I had worked
for. I had no support. I know I did the right thing and learned to not trust
anyone. People use you for their own needs. About this time Clinton was
dealing with the health care issue and my name was given to him and
Hillary as a world expert.
I became a member of the Bull Moose Party several years ago to survive
emotionally. I tried to carry a big stick in the past. I wrote on my form I was
not with the current Bull Moose but the Teddy one of the past. I was
channeling TEDDY sort of to be strong against the malicious attacks that
never end.
I was asked to be on the Clinton
task force. I had letters on the wall
of my home and a poster signed
by Hillary while in China at the
International Women’s meeting I
spoke at and attended. I was the
UN delegate from the USA at the
meeting. Back in the USA I sent
pounds of papers to Hillary. I
reported on surgical, device and
medication abuses used on
women. Months passed and I was told to go to a studio in LA to speak live
on my issues with her. This was a video communication with all the task
members on women’s issues. It was partnered with SELF magazine. The
female editor of SELF was the host. I was disillusioned already by my
treatment being used to write law and give credit to the Democrats. Senior
members of the club like Waters and Watson knew the game and did not
protect me and saw my loss as nothing very important. They failed to
realize that my voice was singular. Take it away and the change that was
being created would cease to exist.
Also having me slaughtered by the medical establishment for breaking
ranks and telling truth was not going to create more whistleblowers when
others saw what happened to me. These events turned me into a Bull
Moose.

I spent hundreds of hours on the task force issues. Then came my few
minutes on the video. Hillary did not know the difference between
hysterectomy and mastectomy. This was an adult woman holding
herself out as pro woman and as a know it all on women’s health issues
and here she was not knowing the basics and certainly not knowing all the
in depth data I had provided to the task force. She had not done HER
HOMEWORK. This was a media event to promote her and the task force.

HILLARY did not know the difference
between a mastectomy and a hysterectomy.
It made no sense at all I had sent data and spoke with agents at the White
House over and over on the issues. This was not believable. I became
depressed as I realized this was a photo event to support Bill Clinton and
he gave her this TASK FORCE as her deal and she had not taken the time
to become an expert. This was Hollywood “show and tell” event. Hillary was
female but she was not a feminist.
I thought about my X and how great it was to not be with him. He is a liar
and cheat and will be until the day he dies. I could not stand to be near him
knowing who he was. How did she stay with Bill? Over and over again he
lied. Lies were part of her life. She accepted lies. I get pissed off from lies.
Hillary was on camera for show and tell and I had worked seriously and
many hours for nothing. There was no actual task force and Hillary was
over her head. This was pathetic and the end of me asking for help.
I learned to not give my help to politicians. You see writing law is only a
step. In California the law I wrote has not be enforced. You need law
enforcement to have social change. So I have learned the hard way. I do
not feel that Hillary represents the needs of female bottom line. She is
privileged and has lived a charmed life and closed her eyes to the very
things I cannot tolerate.

Bernie Sanders ....get the SELF video tape and show it. There
is no way to explain away the profound errors by Hillary they are on the
tape. I need to carry a big stick. Women need to see who Hillary is. I am
sorry she married a charming cheat. She did and she stood by him. That
tells me so much. You have no idea how many women in LA LA Land here
destroy their children staying with cheating pathological men. The stories of
their children’s lives tells all. Case after case I will review in OUTING
SCUM.

RUTH MADOFF made her choice and now lives with it. It is bullshit she did
not know what was going on. She knew he was a cheat. She stayed by
BERNIE MADOFF over her own children. She should have been with her
boys and helping them make lives for themselves. Bernie could have acted
to get money to his boys and leave them something to try and have a life
with. But it was always all about him. We do need change and

become an ETHICAL nation. Being rich is not end all of
things. Being GOOD is Doing the right thing is.

SO BERNIE SANDERS get that video.
Ask Hillary if she knows the difference
between a Mastectomy and Hysterectomy.
Women of this country will be outraged.
I am available ...but when you have me today you also get my big stick.
I will not take crap from anyone.
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